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ICYMI: Rhode Island was up to 150,097 confirmed coronavirus cases on Tuesday, after adding 134 new cases. The most-recent overall daily test-positive
rate was 1.7 percent, and the ...

New Providence charter school signs lease for part of former St. Joseph’s Hospital
(CAE), a nonprofit developer of performance-based and custom assessments that authentically measure students’ essential college and career readiness
skills, today announced the launch of the Success ...

CAE Launches Success Skills Assessment for Secondary and Higher Education Students
Diabetic eye screening programmes have been developed worldwide based on evidence that early detection and treatment of diabetic retinopathy are crucial
to preventing sight loss. However, little is ...

Capturing the clinical decision-making processes of expert and novice diabetic retinal graders using a ‘think-aloud’ approach
As the world continues to be impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, it’s more important than ever to ensure patients receive proper care when managing a
chronic cancer, like follicular lymphoma (FL).

Treatment Option For Patients With A Typically Incurable Blood Cancer
My period debuted when I was in the seventh grade, and made quick work of turning my favorite pair of jeans into a crimson-hued Rorschach test ... s
cycle as their guide. But in 1968, eight ...
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Do You Really Need Your Period?
Every year, Lake Placid’s graduating class caps off their last year in school with senior projects. Students have to dedicate at least 30 hours to their
project, and whatever they choose to do has to ...

LPHS Senior Project: Carpentry with dad, before departing
See other toolkits and stories from The Alabama Education Lab here. Sign up for the Ed Lab’s weekly newsletter, Ed Chat, here. Read more stories about
summer learning here and here. As the summer ...

7 things Alabama families can do this summer to keep children on track in school
As an administrator, I’m always using assistive technology to help guide curricular decisions ... The challenge for our educators is that, by 7th grade,
students might be hiding their challenges ...

Finding Common Ground
From heart rate monitors to smartwatches, devices are available to help you take blood pressure measurements on the go. In this article, we explore the
best options.

A Guide to the Best Blood Pressure Monitor Watches
The current K-12 accountability system provides important information for education leaders, but local school communities need access to other timely
and useful data to help improve the quality of ...

The Education Data That Matter Most to Parents and School Stakeholders
Copper production at the Kamoa-Kakula Mine to begin imminently; first phase projected to produce approximately 200,000 tonnes of copper per yearKamoaKakula's Phase 2 expansion, scheduled for Q3 2022, ...

Ivanhoe Mines Issues Q1 Financial Results and Review of Mine Construction Progress and Exploration Activities
Don’t forget to try to get me signed up today.’ ‘Don’t forget to call on a vaccine trial.’ Finally, one day, she said, ‘Have you gotten me in a trial
yet?,’ and I was like ‘Jesus, that’s all I’m gonna ...

Teen shares her vaccine trial experience to encourage others
Amadou Diallo, Oscar Grant, Sean Bell, Eric Garner, and many more Black men, all slain by police. Ahead of the first anniversary of George Floyd’s
death, their mothers speak out about the grief they ...

They Were Sons
As students—and parents—prepare for the ACT and the SAT and begin executing the pursuit of higher education, there are a variety of local tutoring and
test preparation options in the Katy area.

Test prep guide: 10 Katy-area businesses offering SAT, ACT tutoring
Get your engines revved up and ready this week for the opening lap of the Milwaukee Car & Truck Show, pulling out of the driveway on Wednesday, May 5
and burning rubber at the Expo Center at Wisconsin ...
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7 reasons to vroom over to the Milwaukee Car & Truck Show
Despite years of pleading from her children, my mother never gave in to buying “fun snacks.” Forget Cheetos and Chips Ahoy — her kitchen shelf houses
walnuts, quinoa, flaxseeds and bran flakes. Only ...

Waiting for the cicadas — again — with my mom, the expert
Libtayo is the first immunotherapy to demonstrate an improvement in overall survival in advanced cervical cancer, as well as progression-free survival
and objective response rate, compared to ...

Positive Phase 3 Libtayo® (cemiplimab) Results in Advanced Cervical Cancer Presented at ESMO Virtual Plenary
Five9, Inc. (NASDAQ: FIVN), a leading provider of the intelligent cloud contact center, today announced the launch of the Five9 Customer Experience (C
...

Five9 Launches CX Maturity Model to Guide Enterprises through the Next Era of Digital Transformation in the Contact Center
The Critical Investor delves into Meridian Mining's exploration at its 100% optioned Cabaçal VMS Copper-Gold Project in Brazil, and the first set of
assays from a large drill program. As copper is ...

As Copper Closes In on All-Time High, Meridian Mining Moving to Prove Up Historical Exploration
Q4 2021 Earnings CallMay 10, 2021, 4:30 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood day,
and welcome to the 8x8, Inc. Fourth Quarter and ...
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